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An Illinois trial court has ruled that an individual in a vegetative state cannot enter 

into a marriage.  The case was initiated by a woman named Collette Purifoy for the purpose 

of requesting a marriage license for her and her partner of 40 years, John Henry Morris.  

Morris is in a persistent vegetative state. 

 On November 30, 2009, Morris suffered an anoxic brain injury during a surgical 

proceeding resulting in his present vegetative state.  Prior to Morris’ surgery, he had asked 

Purifoy to marry him on two separate occasions, the last of which took place immediately 

before his fateful 2009 surgery.  Purifoy had assented to Morris’ proposal of marriage and 

they planned to be married shortly after he recovered from that surgery.  Morris and 

Purifoy’s children, other immediate family members and friends also knew of their plans to 

marry.  Morris and Purifoy co-owned all of their property and their financial assets were in 

a single joint bank account so marriage was the final symbolic step that they felt like they 

needed to take to express their love and devotion to one another.  Unfortunately, because 

of the brain injury Morris suffered during surgery, their plans of imminent marriage 

abruptly changed. 

 After Morris was declared to be in a vegetative state, Purifoy was named as his 

plenary guardian while attorney Ruth Robinson was named his guardian ad litem.  Despite 

Morris’ condition, Purifoy’s love and devotion to Morris did not diminish and she has never 

given up hope to marry him. 
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 In February 2013, Purifoy petitioned the Court for an Order allowing her to get a 

marriage license so she and Morris could finally be married.  The Court granted Purifoy’s 

request on the condition that a special limited guardian be appointed to represent Morris’ 

interest and that the parties get a prenuptial agreement declaring any monies received 

from Morris’ malpractice case be considered a nonmarital asset.  The court subsequently 

appointed Attorney Kim McKenzie to be Morris’s special limited guardian.  The Court then 

granted Purifoy’s Order and permitted Attorney McKenzie to sign the marriage license on 

Morris’ behalf. 

 Upon presentation of the Order to the Winnebago County Clerk’s Office, the Clerk’s 

Office refused to issue the marriage license claiming that doing so would violate the Illinois 

Marriage and Dissolution Act.  Specifically, the Clerk, Margie Mullins, argued that under the 

Act both parties are required to sign the marriage license and that Illinois case law does not 

permit a representative of a party to a marriage to sign the licensed on that party’s behalf.  

Purifoy and her counsel made subsequent attempts to get a marriage license, but every 

time the County Clerk refused to grant a license. 

 Purifoy the filed a Petition for Issuance of a Writ of Mandamus in July 2013, in which 

she requested a marriage license.  In response, Defendant, Winnebago County Clerk, Margie 

Mullins, filed a Motion to Dismiss the Petition.  In Purifoy’s Motion, she argued that 

granting the license would not violate the Illinois Marriage and Dissolution Act as Morris’ 

special limited guardian, Attorney Kim McKenzie, was authorized by the Court to sign the 

marriage license on Morris’ behalf.1  Defendant Mullins argued that the requirements of the 

Illinois Marriage and Dissolution Act have not been met as Morris himself could not sign 

1 Amended Petition for Issuance of a Writ of Mandamus, at 3, Collette Purifoy v. Margie M. Mullins, Case No. 
2013 MR 411, State of Illinois In the Circuit Court of the 17th Judicial Circuit County of Winnebago (2013). 
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the marriage license and that marriage by proxy is not permitted in Illinois.2  On October 6, 

2013, the Court ruled that a marriage license could not be issued under the Illinois 

Marriage and Dissolution Act.  Purifoy and her attorney, Nathan Reyes plan to appeal the 

case to the Second Appellate District Court.  Depending on that result, the case could 

potentially land before the Illinois Supreme Court. 

 Since the October 6, 2013 ruling, this case has spurred heated debate as to the 

justice of denying a marriage license to a couple like Purifoy and Morris.  Both individuals 

lived like a married couple for 38 years and demonstrated a strong commitment to one 

another.  This commitment has continued from Purifoy towards Morris after his brain 

injury.  Additionally, concerns about any potential “unjust enrichment” from Morris’ 

pending malpractice claim were addressed and safeguarded by the court through its Order 

that a special limited guardian be appointed and that a prenuptial agreement be completed.  

Why would the second court deny the Writ of Mandamus?  One answer is that the Court 

chose a very strict literal interpretation of the law, one that really is not suitable for an 

extraordinary case such as this.  As science advances allowing more people to survive these 

types of injuries, courts need to be more pragmatic and less literal in their statutory 

interpretations when deciding cases of this kind, particularly when it’s shown that the 

policy objectives behind those statutes have been met. 

 In the case at hand, there are two statutes in play—the Illinois Probate Act and the 

Illinois Marriage and Dissolution Act.  The Probate Act provides that a guardian can make 

decisions for its ward.  However, there has been debate about the limits of a guardian’s 

2 Motion to Dismiss Amended Petition for Issuance of a Writ of Mandamus Pursuant to 735 ILCS 5/2-615, at 
p. 3, Collette Purifoy v. Margie M. Mullins, Case No. 2013 MR 411, State of Illinois In the Circuit Court of the 
17th Judicial Circuit County of Winnebago (2013). 
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decision-making power.  In 2012, the Illinois Supreme Court began to answer this question 

in the case of Karbin v. Karbin in which it decided that a guardian was permitted to proceed 

with a dissolution of marriage on its ward’s behalf.3   The Court states, “Because under the 

Probate Act the guardian must always act in the best interests of the ward, when a guardian 

decides that those best interest require that the marriage be dissolved, this guardian must 

have the power to take appropriate legal action to accomplish that end…This ensures that 

the most vulnerable members of our society are afforded fundamental fairness, equal 

protection of the laws and equal access to the courts.4 

 As already set forth, the Illinois Marriage and Dissolution Act requires both parties 

to sign the marriage license.  In addition, there is case law in Illinois, i.e. In Re Estate of 

David C, Crockett, that discourages marriages by proxy due to the policy concern that the 

infirm state of mind of one of the parties allows others to take advantage of him or her. 5 

The court in In Re Estate of David C. Crockett set forth that “the Legislature would frown on 

a marriage being solemnized where only one party obtained the marriage license, only one 

party spoke or acknowledged the vows in any manner at the ceremony and a 

representative spoke for the other party with no evidence of a written proxy authorizing 

said representative. 6 Clearly, the Legislature's and the courts concerns are to protect the 

wards best interests and to guard against a ward being taken advantage of.  In this case, no 

such concerns exist.  Thus, when there is no threat to the ward and all evidence points to 

3 Karbin v. Karbin, 2012 IL 112815 (Ill. 2012). 
4 Karbin v. Karbin, 2012 IL 112815 at 12, 14 (Ill. 2012). 
5 In Re Estate of David C. Crockett, 312 Ill. App.3d 1167 (5th Dist. 2000). 
6 In Re Estate of David C. Crockett, 312 Ill. App.3d 1167 at 1178 (5th Dist. 2000). 
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the fact that the ward expressly and repeatedly shared his desire to be married, then the 

Court is not acting in the ward’s best interests by denying his expressed desires. 

 Purifoy’s attorney, Nathan Reyes, has suggested three alternatives for Purifoy’s 

argument to succeed. The first would be to appeal to the Second Appellate District, wait for 

their ruling and then, if necessary head to the Illinois Supreme Court…The alternative 

would be for the Illinois legislature to either amend the Probate Act or the Marriage and 

Dissolution Act to allow for marriages under fact patterns such as ours to proceed”. 

 As we wait for the final outcome of this case, what general conclusion can be drawn 

from this case and applied to other cases of its kind?  It could be that durable powers of 

attorney are the best way to go if the potential ward has an express desire that he wants his 

potential guardian (proxy) to fulfill on his behalf.  The court in In Re Estate of David C. 

Crockett even provided that a written proxy authorizing an agent to enter into a marital 

relationship on behalf of the ward would be considered by the Court.  If that is what is 

needed, then people should consider getting such authorizations in place, particularly if 

they have any matters in mind that they would want to have fulfilled in the case of 

incapacitation.  Having a durable power of attorney in place might make all the difference 

in the end. 
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